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A fast-paced international thriller in the
vein of Janet Evanovich by former NPR
anchor and correspondent Mary Louise
Kelly, about a Pakistani terrorists nuclear
threat to blow up the White House.When
Boston reporter Alexandra James is
assigned to cover the death of Thom
Carlyle, the son of a powerful Washington
insider, she soon discovers the story is not
as simple as it seems. The young man fell
from the top of a Harvard bell tower, but
did he jumpor was he pushed? Intent on
escaping the demons of her past, Alex
knows how to outwork, outdrink, and
outshop anyone else around. Now she is
focused on what could be the story of a
lifetimechasing leads from Harvard Yard to
the courtyards of Cambridge, England,
from a clandestine rendezvous in London
to the inside of a nuclear terrorist network.
But when she goes to Washington, DC, for
a key interview that promises to tie
everything together, Alex the hunter
becomes Alex the hunted. An assassin is
dispatchedher laptop disappearsher phone
is tappedand she begins to grasp that Thom
Carlyle may have been killed to hide a
terrifying conspiracy within the White
House itself. Former NPR Intelligence
correspondent Mary Louise Kelly has
turned her own real-life reporting
adventures into fiction with this stylish spy
thriller.
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Anonymous sources can be vital, but White House gaggle flap is The protection of sources, sometimes also referred
to as the confidentiality of sources or in the A famous instance of the use of an anonymous source is the series of
articles by Washington Post reporters Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein President Trump says anonymous sources
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should be banned Critics roasted President Trump on Twitter for ripping anonymous sources even though he has cited
anonymous sources himself to back up his No Anonymous Sources, Trump Scolds After WH Uses Them Fox For
journalists working on human rights issues, anonymous sources are a special category. Human rights stories are always
political and often emotional. SPJ Ethics Committee Position Papers: Anonymous Sources WASHINGTON
President Trump demanded that the fake media stop quoting sources on background without using their names on Friday
The Trump White House Is Against Anonymous Sources, Except Donald Trump has unloaded on the news media
for using anonymous sources just hours after members of his own staff insisted on briefing Anonymous sources vital
to journalism - USA Today Unnamed sources are way overused, especially by major news outlets. People are allowed
to take cheap shots without their names attached. News reports based on unnamed sources are causing major
headaches for the fledgling administration. Trump Condemns Anonymous Sources Despite Staffs Anonymous
President Trump slammed the media for protecting their confidential sources during his speech at CPAC on Friday
morning. They have no Using anonymous sources Speak Up, Speak Out To avoid questions about plagiarism and/or
fabrication, it is best to avoid using anonymous sources. Writing gains credibility when all sources are on the record.
Days After Trashing Anonymous Sources, Trump Becomes One President Donald Trump used part of his speech at
an annual gathering of conservatives today to take aim at reporters use of anonymous Anonymous sources are
absolutely killing Trumps presidency - The Trump administration rule on anonymous sources: Okay for us, not
Social media users criticize Trump on anonymous sources TheHill : Anonymous Sources: A Novel
(9781501142420 Buy Anonymous Sources: A Novel on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Trump Fumes
About Anonymous Sources After Anonymous Briefing President Donald Trump has unloaded on the news media
for using anonymous sources just hours after members of his own staff insisted Protection of sources - Wikipedia
Last week, Trump suggested it should be illegal for journalists to quote anonymous sources. Then, he gave anonymous
quotes to CNN. Source (journalism) - Wikipedia The Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ) says: Anonymous
sources are sometimes the only key to unlocking that big story, throwing back Trump blasts media, anonymous
sources _ after WH uses them If Donald Trump had his way, journalists would be banned from using anonymous
sources. News for Anonymous Sources New York Times executive editor Dean Baquet says anonymous sources in
media reports about President Trump arent going away anytime Why journalists need to use anonymous sources CNN Money A lot of motley, sometimes suspect ingredients go into journalism, including anonymous sources. But that
doesnt mean theyre not good for you. Source (journalism) - Wikipedia Only a third of Americans overall believe it is
appropriate for journalists to cite anonymous sources when reporting on government business, Using anonymous
sources with care Unidentified sources should rarely be heard at all and should never be heard attacking or praising
others in our reports (with the possible rare exceptions of Why Journalism Needs Anonymous Sources - NYMag All
of them relied heavily some entirely on a reporting tactic many readers despise: the use of anonymous sources.
Presumably for fear of Anonymous sourcing NPR Ethics Handbook They shouldnt be allowed to use sources unless
they use somebodys name, the president said Friday. A Look at Journalists Use of Anonymous Sources - VOA News
White House Chief of Staff Reince Priebus says anonymous sources are fine for background, but you need an
on-the-record source for Nearly half of voters believe reporters make up anonymous sources Few ethical issues in
journalism are more entangled with the law than the use of anonymous sources. Keep your promise not to identify a
source of information Trump condemns anonymous sources as staff demands anonymity WASHINGTON (AP)
President Donald Trump unloaded on the news media Friday for using anonymous sources just hours after members
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